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The problem of the electromagnetic field equations in rotating coordinates has been discussed in the literature by a number of authors. In particular, Schiff [I] , and Atwater [2] obtained field equations which are extremely complicated and distinctly unlike Maxwell's equations. This i s a serious problem in electromagnetic theory, because it challenges the validity of Maxwell's equations in rotating Coordinates. We shall show that these treatments are faulty because they are based on incorrect expressions forthe electromagnetic 3-vectors and the 3-current and charge densities, as well as the divergence and curl operators.
Shiozawa, (see remarks by T. Shiozawa in [2] ), seems to have obtained Maxwell-like equations in rotating coordinates, but his treatment i s also based on incorrect expressions for the various quantities. The main source of error in all these treatments, is the failure to take account of the fact that the geometry of physical 3-space in rotating coordinates i s non-Euclidean.
A treatment of Maxwell's equations in general coordinates was given by MQller [3] . We have also shown that these equations are valid in all coordinate systems in flat and curved spaces [4] . Here we shall deal specifically with rotating coordinates.
We shall use theconvention in which Greek indices take thevalues 1,2,3,4for the spacetimecoordinates with x4 = t, Roman indices take the values 1,2, 3 for the space coordinates, the signature of the spacetime metric tensor g,, is +2, a comma denotes partial differentiation and we shall use M K S units. The electromagnetic field equations in vacuum electrodynamics expressed in tensor form are It may be shown [3] , [4] that in any coordinate system in curved or flat spacetimes, (1) may be reduced to Maxwell's equations independent manner by use Cartesian forms for the divergence and curl operators. These are the reasons for the complicated form of their electromagnetic field equations in rotating coordinates.
Shiozawa (see [2] ) uses all four of the electromagnetic spatial vectors and obtains Maxwell-like equations. His expressions for B in
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We note that the indices of spatial vectors are lowered and raised using the tensors y,, and y" respectively, and that the forms (covariant or contravariant) of thevarious quantities in (2), are those indicated by(3) and (4). We may further deduce after some lengthy algebra by expressing the F"' in terms of the F, . and using (3) It is important to emphasize that the geometry of physical 3-space in rotating coordinates with spatial metric tensor y,, whose elements are given by (IO) is non-Euclidean [3] . Using (3) we obtain
With these and the expressions in (4) for the divergence and curl operators in curvilinear coordinates, the electromagnetic field equations (1) reduce to Maxwell's equations (2) . After a somewhat lengthy algebra involving the use of (9) for the elements of g" to obtain the P' in terms of the F,", and the use of (3) and the third equation of (4), we may show that the constitutive relations (5) are also satisfied. Schiff [ I ] and Atwater [2] do not see the need to use all four of the electromagnetic spatial vectors. Furthermore, they treat the geometry of physical 3-space in rotating coordinates as if it were Euclidean, although it i s clearly not so. Consequently, theywrongly This letter presents a novel interpretation of Prony's method. The key steps in this method are shown to be: I) the generation o f a nonhomogeneous, constant coefficient, linear difference equation, whose nonhomogeneous part is minimized in the least squares sense; and ii) the approximation o f the general solution to the difference equation by the homogeneous solution that minimizes the particular solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this letter is to present a new interpretation of Prony's method [I] . This interpretation, which originally appeared in [Z], provides new insights into a technique which i s almost two hundred years old.
The key step in the derivation of Prony's technique, as i s usually presented [3] -[5], i s to recognize that the exponential approximation is the homogeneous solution of a constant coefficient, homogeneous, linear difference equation on the approximation to the measured samples. The key step in our interpretation i s to recognize that the exponential approximation can be viewed as the homogeneous solution of a nonhomogeneous, linear difference equation on the measured samples.
Once this fact i s recognized, the extended Prony method can be set up in a more straightforward manner than i s usually presented. In addition, it provides a new interpretation of the procedure in terms of two minimization problems with an intermediate polynomial rooting. It i s shown that the technique first minimizes the Euclidean norm of the vector whose components are the values of the discrete forcing function of the nonhomogeneous difference equation. The second step can also be viewed as the minimization of the Euclidean norm of the vector whose components are the values of the particular solution of the nonhomogeneous difference equation. 
